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The beginning of the New Year was announced with the biggest fair for education abroad,
organized by Darbi education company. The fair presented at the visitors full information for the
possibilities for education abroad. The January edition of the “Open doors fair for education
abroad” was organized for fifth consecutive year and again surprised it’s visitors.

The January statement of 2010. aimed to present a comprehensive picture of opportunities for
study abroad through the three main sectors: language courses, secondary and higher
education.

Forecast results for this year show an increase in those willing to engage in language study
abroad. During the fair Darbi had presented “Shop for language courses abroad”. Every visitor
could’ve receive a 500 Euro scholarship if booked a course during the event.

For the convenience of the students, and their information increase, the higher education team
of Darbi had prepared a serious programme with different kind of presentations and seminars.

During the fair were presented Darbi’s partners from more than 10 countries worldwide like
United Kingdom, Denmark, The Netherlands, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Austria,
Cyprus, USA and many more.

For the first time at this fair were also presented prestigious universities from Sweden, Turkey
and Abu D'Abby.

Some of the participating universities presented the possibilities for scholarships and discounts
for Bulgarian students which are from 50% to 100% of the tuition fees. Darbi also announces it’s
scholarship of 1000% for one student enrolled for bachelor or master degree with some of
Darbi’s partner institutions.

According to a study by Darbi in the last year, parents and children increasingly prefer
secondary education outside of Bulgaria. For the past year has been seen a 60 percent
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increase in departures for overseas students. Parents most often sent their children to
international schools in England, Italy, Switzerland, Ireland and USA. However, they face the
most serious difficulties in choosing the school. For this reason the professionals for
"Secondary education" prepared special "Seminar for Parents," which was held on Sunday and
who discussed the benefits of secondary education abroad, the conditions for learning and life
in boarding schools and aid consulting house canhave the realization of this objective.

The January edition of the Open Doors fair for education abroad defended again that Darbi is
one of the leading companies in the education consulting area in Bulgaria.
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